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Ab initio calculations have been made of possible excited electronic structure of the N-V center in diamond.
Molecular-orbital basis states for a center ofC3v symmetry withn52, 4, or 6 active electrons, which account
fully for spin symmetries of the wave functions, were constructed to permit predictions of level structures,
degeneracies, and splitting patterns under the action of several magnetic and nonmagnetic interactions. De-
tailed predictions of the resulting three models taking spin-orbit, spin-spin, strain, and Jahn-Teller interactions
into account are given in the form of term diagrams.

I. INTRODUCTION

The N-V center in diamond is known to consist of a ni-
trogen atom and a first-neighbor vacancy in the carbon
lattice.1–4 The picture of unsatisfied bonds at the center,
therefore, includes three dangling bonds on the carbon atoms
bordering the vacancy and two bonding electrons on the ni-
trogen atom, for a total of five electrons. Electron-
paramagnetic-resonance~EPR! ~Refs. 5–7! and hole-burning
~Refs. 8–10! experiments have revealed, however, that the
ground state is a spin triplet, implying that the number of
active electrons at the center is even, in apparent contradic-
tion with this picture. It is the purpose of the present paper to
try to resolve this discrepancy and provide a basis for calcu-
lating the excited-state structure observed recently by photon
echo techniques,11 in this fundamental defect of diamond.

Analysis of hyperfine splittings and EPR intensities3,12 in-
dicates that coupling of active electrons to nitrogen is weaker
in the N-V center than coupling to carbons adjacent to the
vacancy. This suggests that active electrons concentrate near
these carbons, but does not reveal their number. The exist-
ence of triplet levels originally prompted Loubser and van
Wyk3 to suggest that the center captures an extra electron to
form a six-electron center. The center would consequently
acquire a negative charge in this model. However, this con-
clusion runs counter to the observed lack of volatility among
the active electrons of the center. The N-V center is stable up
to temperatures at which even the very massive nitrogen at-
oms themselves become mobile.4 Comparing this with the
ease of ionization of excess electron centers in alkali
halides,13 it is hard to understand how a shallow electron trap
could exhibit such exceptional stability.

As a point of departure to resolve this puzzling situation,
we have calculated multielectron wave functions for N-V
models containingn52, 4, and 6 active electrons. By prop-
erly accounting for point symmetry and spin properties in
these multielectron models, it is possible to order the energy
states and calculate perturbation matrix elements for various
interactions important within the center. The interactions
considered included spin-orbit, spin-spin, strain, and Jahn-
Teller interactions. Term diagrams are given, which summa-
rize the predicted electronic structure for each model.

An important finding, which emerges from this work
when compared with experiment, is that only the two active

electrons associated with the nitrogen atom seem to be nec-
essary to understand the origin of observed electronic states,
optical transitions, and stability of the center. The dangling
bonds on carbons adjacent to the vacancy are apparently in-
active, apart from a possible role in persistent hole-burning
within this center.10We are thus led to conclude that the N-V
center is a neutral rather than a negatively charged nitrogen-
vacancy center with properties dominated by its two un-
paired nitrogen electrons. In the ground state, these two elec-
trons are permitted to be unpaired, because of the presence of
the vacancy. Optical excitations on the zero-phonon line at
1.945 eV are well-described by transitions of the electron,
which penetrates the vacancy deeply, when a dynamic Jahn-
Teller interaction in the excitedE state is taken into account.

II. WAVE FUNCTIONS

A. One-electron orbitals

The application of molecular-orbital~MO! techniques to
construct wave functions for defect centers in diamond was
first performed by Coulson and Kearsley,14 who applied lin-
ear combinations of atomic orbitals~LCAO! to the neutral
vacancy. Subsequently, Loubser and van Wyk3 proposed a
MO-LCAO model of the N-V center, based on the expecta-
tion that all dangling bonds at the vacancy were active, to-
gether with two electrons from the nitrogen and a sixth elec-
tron trapped by the center to render the total number even.
This model is able to account for the existence of triplet
states. However, it predicts a singlet ground state, in dis-
agreement with current experiments. In this section, we give
a systematic consideration to models based onn52, 4, and 6
active electrons, in which many-electron states are properly
symmetrized and ordered energetically to explore the theo-
retical structure of this center further.

The basic physical structure and geometry of the N-V
center is shown in Fig. 1. In the present work, single-electron
molecular orbitals were built up from linear combinations of
one nitrogensp3 orbital and three tetrahedrally coordinated
sp3 carbon orbitals dangling in the vacancy~Fig. 1!. The
carbon atomic orbitals were labeleda, b, andc and the ni-
trogen orbitald. Molecular orbitals withC3v symmetry were
then constructed as orthonormal, real linear combinations of
the atomic orbitalsa, b, c, andd, using projection operator
techniques:15
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u5d2ln, ~1!

n5~a1b1c!/A316S, ~2!

eX5~2c2a2b!/A626S, ~3!

eY5~a2b!/A222S. ~4!

Functions~1! and ~2! transform asA1 representations~or as
Z!, whereas functions~3! and ~4! transform asEX andEY
representations~asX andY, respectively!. l andS are over-
lap integrals defined by

S5E ~ab!dt ~5!

and

l5E ~dn!dt. ~6!

Symmetry and charge considerations can be applied to
order these one-electron orbitals energetically. Theu orbital
should have the lowest energy, being localized on the highly
polarized nitrogen. The next lowest orbital should be then
orbital, since it is totally symmetric. High-symmetry orbitals
like n tend to localize between nuclei of aggregate centers,
where they enjoy the attraction of two or more nuclei.15

Lower-symmetry orbitals tend to have nodes between adja-
cent nuclei, which raise their energy. Doubly degeneratee
orbitals should have the highest energy among the basis
states.

B. Multielectron orbitals

For calculations with more than one electron, we assume
that total spin is a good quantum number, in accord with
early experiments.3 We proceed to find spin eigenstates, im-
plicitly taking advantage of the fact that total spin commutes
with permutation, and then generate total wave functions
with the correct irreducible orbital angular momentum rep-
resentations, analogous to the procedure for weakL-S cou-
pling in simple atoms. Hence, the first step is to take appro-

priate linear combinations of Slater determinants formed
with the one-electron molecular orbitals in~1!–~4!.

In the ground-state configuration, orbitals are filled ac-
cording to the Pauli exclusion principle and Hund’s rules.
Symmetry is determined by examining the direct product of
occupied one-electron orbitals. Since the number of active
electrons in the N-V center is not known presently, we have
calculated three cases, withn52, 4, and 6 electrons. All
three cases are consistent with the requirement for an even
number of active electrons, necessary to generate triplet
states.3,5–7 The n54 and 6 cases correspond to the charged
centers~N-V!1 and~N-V!2, respectively. Then52 case cor-
responds to a physical situation in which two electrons~from
the nitrogen! dominate the electromagnetic response. This
requires the three unpaired carbon electrons to retract away
from the center in such a way that they do not contribute
importantly to magnetic or optical properties.

For n52, the expected ground-state configuration is the
spin singlet stateu2 with A1^A15A1 symmetry~bothu and
n are totally symmetric singlets!. Because of large Coulomb
repulsion between electrons in the same orbital, it is possible
that aun configuration might achieve lower energy. Reduc-
tion of electron-electron repulsion in aun configuration
could potentially offset any increase in electron-core interac-
tion energy. Hence both possible configurations are shown
schematically in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Note that theun con-
figuration may be either singlet or triplet.

Forn54, the expected configuration of the ground state is
u2n2. This multielectron molecular orbital achieves a closed
core configuration, and is a singlet. Its symmetry is
A1^A1^A1^A15A1 . This state is represented in Fig. 2~c!.

For n56, the ground-state configuration should be given
by u2n2e2. This model has a closedu2n2 core withA1 sym-
metry and zero total spin. The remaining two electrons are
permitted to be in differente orbitals, so that the spin con-
figuration could, in principle, be either singlet or triplet.
However, according to Hund’s first rule,15 the ground state

FIG. 1. Physical structure of the N-V center, consisting of a
substitutional nitrogen impurity~N! adjacent to a carbon vacancy
(V). Both constituents are tetrahedrally coordinated to one another
and three carbon atoms~C!. Bond directions for molecular orbitals
of the center are labeleda, b, c, andd and two Cartesian reference
frames are distinguished: the crystal coordinate framex, y, z
~aligned with crystallographic directions! and the defect coordinate
frameX, Y, andZ.

FIG. 2. Possible ground-state spin configurations for various
models of the N-V center, having different numbersn of active
electrons.~a!, ~b! n52. ~c! n54. ~d! n56.
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adopts the highest value ofS consistent with the Pauli exclu-
sion principle. To satisfy the requirement that the total wave
function be antisymmetric, the electronic part must be of the
form eXeY and the ground-state molecular orbital must be the
spin tripletu2n2eXeY ; illustrated in Fig. 2~d!.

1. Spin eigenstates

To predict interactions within the N-V center, which take
spin and orbital degrees of freedom into account, multielec-
tron states with well-defined total spin and orbital angular
momentum need to be determined. These may be generated
from linear combinations of Slater determinants based on
single-electron molecular orbitals and may again be ordered
according to increasing energy. Eigenstates of total spinS
are formed first, using functions which include spin and real-
space coordinates. Then product state representations with
the appropriate transformation properties for both spin and
orbital angular momentum, which are irreducible with re-
spect to the real-space point group of the center, can be con-
structed~Sec. II B 2! to obtain total wave functions of the
multielectron system with the correct spatial symmetry~see
Table I!. In this way, the tedious intermediate step of explicit
construction of orbital angular momentum eigenstates can be
avoided.

To simplify the notation, Slater determinants are written
in the form uab̄...r &, defined by

uab̄•••r &

5
1

AN! Ua~1!a~1! a~2!a~2! ••• a~N!a~N!

b~1!b~1! b~2!b~2! ••• b~N!b~N!

A A A

r ~1!a~1! r ~2!a~2! ••• r ~N!a~N!

U
5

1

AN! (
P

~21!Q~P!

3@a~1!a~1!b~2!b~2!•••r ~N!a~N!#P . ~7!

The labelsa,b...r refer to electronic orbitals, which depend
on real-space variables, whilea and b are one-electron
spin-up and spin-down basis states, respectively.P is the
permutation operator over theN electrons. The overbar des-
ignates spin-down states. The functionQ(P) is defined by

Q~P!5H 1, P is odd permutation

0, P is even permutation.

In n-electron models, these symmetrized states belong to
various configurations of the formulnmep, where the number
of active electrons in the center isn5 l1m1p. For the pur-
poses of this paperl , m, andp are the integers 0, 1, 2, or 3
andn52, 4, or 6.

For n52, the lowest-energy configurations areu2, n2, and
un. Since these states are all orbital singlets, which haveA1
symmetry, only a spin-singlet, two-electron state can satisfy
the Pauli principle in theu2 configuration. This state is given
by

uuū&51/&@u~1!ū~2!2u~2!ū~1!#. ~8!

A similar result applies to then2 configuration. Theun con-
figuration is spanned by the Slater statesuun&, uūn&, uun̄&,
and uūn̄&, which can be combined into the singlet [uūn&
2uun̄&]/& and the triplet statesuun&, [ uūn&1uun̄&]/&, and
uūn̄&, in accord with the familiar spin-up and spin-down
combinationsaa, ~ab1ba!/&, andbb.

The configurations next lowest in energy are theue and
ne, which transform asA1^E5E in real space. The allow-
able Slater states, in this case, areuueX&, uūeX&, uuēX&, uūēX&,
uueY&, uūeY&, uuēY&, and uūēY&. These can easily be com-
bined as above into singlets and triplets.

In the e2 configuration, the basis set transforms as
E^E5A1%A2%E. Indistinguishability of the particles re-
duces the sixteen possible states~four spin and four acces-
sible orbital angular momentum states! of this configuration
to six linearly independent Slater states:ueXēX&, ueYēY&,
ueXeY&, uēXeY&, ueXēY&, and uēXēY&. Multielectron eigen-
states in the spin variables can, therefore, be constructed by
taking appropriate linear combinations of these Slater basis
states as shown below.

States in which the two electrons have the same orbital
angular momentum are necessarily singlet, whereas states
involving different orbitals may be either singlet or triplet.
However, these states are completely analogous to those of
u2 when the two electrons occupy the same orbital and toun
when they occupy different orbitals. Hence, with the nota-
tional replacementsuū→eiēi andun→eXeY , we can write
down the singlets directly,

1

&
@ ueXēX&1ueYēY&],

1

&
@ uēXeY&2ueXēY&],

TABLE I. Irreducible representations of the groupC3v.

C3v E C3 C38 sna snb snc

A1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 21 21 21

E S10 0
1D S 2

1

2

2
)

2

)

2

2
1

2

D S2
1

2
)

2

2
)

2

2
1

2

D S10 0
21D S 2

1

2

2
)

2

2
)

2
1

2

D S2
1

2
)

2

)

2
1

2

D
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1

&
@ ueXēX&2ueYēY&].

In the present basis, the triplet states are similarly found to
be

ueXeY&,
1

&
@ uēXeY&1ueXēY&], uēXēY&.

These states and those for other configurations of the two-
electron model are listed together in Table II.

For n54, the highest symmetry configuration is the sin-
glet u2n2. The next highest configurations are theu2ne and
theun2e, which are equivalent to then52 configurationsue
and ne, becauseu2 and n2 form closed cores. The corre-
sponding spin basis states have the formuuūne& andunn̄ue&
and occur in combinations identical to those forue andne in
Table II. The same is true foru2e2 and n2e2, which give
results identical to thee2 configuration.

Theune2 configuration contains quintet states. As for the
e2 configuration, the product space transforms as
A1%A2%E, but it is useful to distinguish states that trans-
form asXY from those that transform asXX or YY, since
only XY states can haveA1 symmetry. In all there are 24
possible states, when one accounts for the four independent
spin orientations of theun orbitals among the six orbital kets
uuneXeY&, uuneXēY&, uunēXeY&, uunēXēY&, uuneXēX&, and
uuneYēY&.

To construct four-particle wave functions of well-defined
spin, the direct product of four-electron states may be de-
composed first into irreducible representations according to

@D1/2#45~D1
%D0! ^ ~D1

%D0!52D013D11D2. ~9!

The intermediate decomposition in~9! contains the terms
D1

^D1, D1
^D0, D0

^D1, and D0
^D0, which may be

written down easily in terms of two-particle spin states. A
shorthand notation for these two-particle states, which ig-
nores orbital labels, is expedient, representing the two-

particle singlet as~ab2ba!/& and the triplet states asaa,
~ab1ba!/&, andbb. Use of this notation will necessitate
the replacement of spin statesa andb by the corresponding
configuration labelsu, n, e and their overbar counterparts at
the end of the calculation. However, using these two-particle
states to form the necessary products, we can immediately
write the four-particle singletD0

^D0 as

C~0,0;S50,ms50!↔ 1
2 ~abab2abba2baab

1baba). ~10a!

The arguments of the wave functionC(S1 ,S2 ;S,ms), in
this case, specify the two spinsS1 andS2, which span the
product space of total spinS and its projectionms on the axis
of quantization. TheD1

^D0 andD0
^D1 products yield six

of the nine triplets for this four-electron configuration,

C~1,0;S51,ms51!↔
1

&
~aaab2aaba!, ~10b!

C~1,0;S51,ms50!↔
1

2
~abab2abba1baab

2baba), ~10c!

C~1,0;S51,ms521!↔
1

&
~bbab2bbba!,

~10d!

C~0,1;S51,ms51!↔
1

&
~abaa2baaa!, ~10e!

C~0,1;S51,ms50!↔
1

2
~abab1abba2baab

2baba), ~10f!

C~0,1;S51,ms521!↔
1

&
~abbb2babb!.

~10g!

The remaining singlet, three more triplets, and quintet states
are all derived from theD1

^D1 product. The singlet is

C~1,1;S50,ms50!↔1/2)~2aabb2abab2abba

2baab2baba12bbaa).
~10h!

Thems51 triplet state is

C~1,1;S51,ms51!↔ 1
2 ~aaab1aaba2abaa

2baaa), ~10i!

and thems52 quintet state is

C~1,1;S52,ms52!↔aaaa. ~10j!

These and other total wave functions for the lowest-energy
configurations of then54 model are presented in Table III

TABLE II. Spin wave functions for the N-V center~n52!, in
the notation of Eq.~7!. Only wave functions with the highest value
of spin projection (ms5S) are listed. Symmetry of each state is
given asG and its degeneracy is tabulated underg. E symmetry
wave functions are listed in pairs, with the first transforming asx
and the second asy.

Configuration G g Wave function (m5S)

u2 1A1 1 uuū &
n2 1A1 1 unn̄ &
un 1A1 1 uun̄ &2uūn&

3A1 3 uun &
ue 1E 2 uuēX&2uūeX&,uuēY&2uūeY&

3E 6 uueX&,uueY&
ne 1E 2 unēX&2un̄eX&,unēY&2un̄eY&

3E 6 uneX&,uneY&
e2 1A1 1 ueXēX&1ueYēY&

3A2 3 ueXeY&
1E 2 ueXēX&2ueYēY&,

uēXeY&2ueXēY&
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where the expedient notation of~10! has been replaced by
the configurations of~7!. As an example, the5A2 wave func-
tion in this table results from~10j!, when the four spin labels
aaaa are replaced by the ordered sequence of orbital labels
uneXeY corresponding to four spin up electrons in theune2

configuration.
For n56, only the three most symmetric configurations

were considered. These are theu2n2e2, u2ne3, and un2e3

configurations. The first contains a closedu2n2 core and,
therefore, consists of basis states identical to thee2 configu-
ration of then52 model. The second and third configura-
tions consist exclusively of1E and3E states. States withA1
or A2 symmetry containēXeXēX and ēYeYēY contributions,
which violate the Pauli exclusion principle. There are at most
two unpaired electrons for these configurations, so thatS51
is the maximum value of spin. Spin wave functions for this
model are listed in Table IV.

2. Total wave functions

With the multielectron spin eigenstates of Tables II–IV
total wave functions spanning the entire direct product space
of a given configuration can readily be constructed. In this
section, we form linear combinations of the spin eigenstates
which transform according to the point group of the center
and are therefore irreducible with respect tobothspinS and

orbital angular momentumV. This is possible as a result of
having chosen a basis of atomic orbitals spanning real space,
as well as spin space at the outset.

Forn52, the lowest-energy configurations were identified
in the last section to beu2, n2, un, ue, ne, ande2. We now
form linear combinations of these states to prepare configu-
rational states which are irreducible inC3v symmetry. For a
small number of electrons, this is accomplished straightfor-
wardly with the use of the basis function generating
machine.15

The configurations listed above transform asA2^A2 ,
A1^A1 , A2^A1 , A2^E, A1^E, and E^E, respectively,
underC3v point-group symmetry. Product states of the form
G i ^A1 transform as irreducible representations ofGi and
A2^A2 transforms asA1 andA2^E transforms asE. Many
of the product basis states constructed in the last section are,
therefore, already acceptable representations of the overall
multielectron wave functions, being irreducible with respect
to the symmetry group of the center. States constructed from
configurationsu2, n2, un, ue, andne fall into this category
~Table II!. The configuratione2, on the other hand, trans-
forms asE^E5A1%A2%E. Hence, additional steps are
necessary to identify four wave functions which are irreduc-
ible in term ofS andV in this final configuration.

One way to find irreducible total wave functionsC is to
apply the projection operator15 to the reducible product of

TABLE III. Spin wave functions for the N-V center ~n54!, in the notation of Eq.~7!. Only wave
functions with the highest value of spin projection (ms5S) are listed.E symmetry wave functions are listed
in pairs, with the first transforming asx and the second asy.

Configuration G g Wave function (m5S)

u2n2 1A1 1 uuūnn̄&
u2ne 1E 2 uuūnēX&2uuūn̄eX&, uuūnēY&2uuūn̄eY&

3E 6 uuūneX&, uuūneY&
un3e 1E 2 uunn̄ēX&2uūnn̄eX&, uunn̄ēY&2uūnn̄eY&
u2e2 1A1 1 uuūeXēX&1uuūeYēY&

3A2 3 uuūeXēY&
1E 2 uuūeXēX&2uuūeYēY&, 2[ uuūeXēY&2uuūēXeY&]

n2e2 1A1 1 unn̄eXēX&1unn̄eYēY&
3A2 3 unn̄eXeY&
1E 2 unn̄eXēX&2unn̄eYēY&, unn̄eXēY&2unn̄eXeY&

une2 1A1 1 1
2[ uun̄eXēX&2uūneXēX&1uun̄eYēY&2uūneYēY&]

3A1 3
1

&
@uuneXēX&1uuneYēY&]

1A2 1
1

2)
@2uunēXēY&12uūn̄eXeY&2uun̄eXēY&

2uun̄ēXeY&2uūneXēY&2uūnēxeY&]

3A2 3
1

&
@uun̄eXeY&2uūneXeY&]

3A2 3 1
2[ uuneXēY&1uunēXeY&2uun̄eXeY&2uūneXeY&]

5A2 5 uuneXeY&
1E 2 1

2[ uun̄eXēX&2uūneXēX&2uun̄eYēY&2uūneYēY&],
1
2[ uun̄eXēY&2uun̄ēXeY&2uūneXēY&2uūnēXeY&]

3E 6
1

&
@uuneXēX&1uuneYēY&]2

1

&
@uuneXēY&1uuneYēX&]
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two functionsCGp andCGq, describing spin and orbital an-
gular momentum portions of the wave function, respectively.
The projection operator for thej th representation, denoted
by P( j ), is defined as

P~ j !5 l j /h(
R

x j~R!*PR , ~11!

wherel j is the degree of the representation,h is the number
of elements in the group,x(R) is the character for operation
R, andPR is the symmetry operationR. As an example, a
wave function ofA1 symmetry may be determined in the
following way:

PA1~cExcEy!50,

PA1~cExcEx!5 1
2 @cExcEx1cEycEy#5PA1~cEycEy!.

Applying this procedure to the direct product of the singlet
state in~9! and its degenerate counterpartueYēY&, we obtain
a total wave function, which transforms asA1

uCA1&5
1

&
@ ueXēX&1ueYēY&]. ~12a!

Similarly, it is easy to show that

PA2~cExcEy!5 1
2 @cExcEy2cEycEx#,

PEy~cExcEy!5 1
2 @cExcEy1cEycEx#,

and

PEx~cExcEx!5 1
2 @cExcEx2cEycEy#.

Taking sign changes due to spin permutation into account,
these projections yield the remaining irreducible, total wave
functions withA2, Ex , andEy symmetries.

uCA2&5
1

&
@ uēXeY&1ueXēY&], ~12b!

uCX
E&5

1

&
@ ueXēX&2ueYēY&], ~12c!

uCY
E&52

1

&
@ ueXēY&2uēXeY&]. ~12d!

These states are written in the formCa
Gr, whereG specifies

the representation within manifoldr ~ground or excited
state!, anda distinguishesX andY components of the de-
generateE representation where applicable.

For n54, the procedure is similar. Only tripletE states,
which are degenerate inX andY, require the construction of
linear combinations of the expressions in~10! to be invariant
with respect toC3v operations. For example, the appropriate
linear combinations of~10b!, ~10d!, and ~10i!, which yield
irreducible total wave functions, are

uCA2&5C~1,1;S51,ms50!, ~13a!

uCX
E&52

i

&
@C~1,0;S51,ms51!

1C~1,0;S51,ms521!#, ~13b!

uCY
E&52

1

&
@C~1,0;S51,ms51!

2C~1,0;S51,ms521!#. ~13c!

Finally, for n56, we form linear combinations of the3A2
and3E states listed in Table IV. Total wave functions for the
ground-state manifold must transform in this case asA1, EX ,
andEY of C3v,

uCA1&5
1

&
@ uuūnn̄eXēY&1uuūnn̄ēXeY&], ~14a!

uCX
E&5

i

&
@ uuūnn̄eXēY&2uuūnn̄ēXeY&], ~14b!

uCY
E&52

1

&
@ uuūnn̄eXēY&2uuūnn̄ēXeY&]. ~14c!

There are six excited states, which may be written as

u~C18!A1&5
1

&
@ ufX

EvX
E&1ufY

EvY
E&], ~15a!

u~C18!A2&5
1

&
@ ufX

EvY
E&2ufY

EvX
E&], ~15b!

TABLE IV. Spin wave functions for the N-V center ~n56!.
Only wave functions with the highest value of spin projection
(ms5S) are listed.E symmetry wave functions are listed in pairs,
with the first transforming asx and the second asy.

Configuration G g Wave function (m5S)

u2n2e2 1A1 1
1

&
@uuūnn̄eXēX&1uuūnn̄eYēY&]

3A2 3 uuūnn̄eXeY&
1E 2 1

&
@uuūnn̄eXēX&2uuūnn̄eYēY&],

1

&
@uuūnn̄eXēY&1uuūnn̄eYēX&]

u2ne3 1E 2
1

&
@uuūnēXeYēY&2uuūneXeYēY&],

1

&
@uuūnēYeXēX&2uuū n̄eYeXēX&]

3E 1 uuūneXeYēY&, uuūneYeXēX&

un2e3 1E 2
1

&
@uunn̄ ēXeYēY&2uūnn̄eXeYēY&],

1

&
@uunn̄ ēYeXēX&2uūnn̄eYeXēX&]

3E 1 uunn̄ ēXeYēY&, uunn̄ ēYeXēX&
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u~C18!X
E&5

1

&
@ ufX

EvX
E&2ufY

EvY
E&], ~15c!

u~C18!Y
E&52

1

&
@ ufX

EvY
E&1ufY

EvX
E&], ~15d!

u~C2!X
E&52ufY

EvA2&, ~15e!

u~C28!Y
E&5ufX

EvA2&, ~15f!

where

ufX
EvA2&5

1

&
@ uuūnēXeYēY&1uuūn̄eXeYēY&], ~16a!

ufY
EvA2&5

1

&
@ uuūnēYeXēX&1uuūn̄eYeXēX&], ~16b!

ufY
EvX

E&52
i

&
@ uuūneXeYēY&1uuūn̄ēXeYēY&], ~16c!

ufX
EvY

E&52
1

&
@ uuūneXeYēY&2uuūn̄ēXeYēY&], ~16d!

ufY
EvX

E&52
i

&
@ uuūneYeXēX&1uuūn̄ēYeXēX&], ~16e!

ufY
EvY

E&52
1

&
@ uuūneYeXēX&2uuūn̄ēYeXēX&]. ~16f!

The product state notation used in~15! and defined explicitly
in ~16! is discussed in Sec. III A 1.

III. SPIN INTERACTIONS

Using the wave functions of Sec. II, it is possible to pre-
dict the energy-level splittings produced by various interac-
tions of electrons within the N-V center. These interactions
are specified by the interaction HamiltonianH int and we con-
sider separately all the main electron interactions for the
models introduced above, in order to provide a basis for
comparison between theory and experiment. In this section,
spin-orbit and spin-spin splittings are calculated. In Secs. IV
and V, strain and Jahn-Teller interactions are considered.
These calculations are greatly simplified by the availability
of eigenstates of the main Hamiltonian, and furnish not only
the splittings caused by particular interactions, but also their
relative magnitudes.

A. Two-electron model

1. Spin-orbit coupling

We assume that several interactions make important con-
tributions to the fine structure of the N-V center observable

by optical and magnetic-resonance methods. First and fore-
most, we consider the interaction of each electron with its
own orbital motion, in this respect, following the treatment
of fine structure of atoms. Because of the lack of spherical
symmetry of the N-V center, we retain the general form of
the relativistic interaction,16 which can be written as

Hso5(
j

Vj•sj , ~17!

in terms of irreducible orbital and spin operators of thej th
electron~j51,2!. The components of the orbital operator, in
the reference frameX, Y, Z of the defect~Fig. 1!, are speci-
fied by the gradient of the local potentialV~r j ! and the elec-
tron momentumpj ,

~V j !k51/2m2c2@¹V~r j !3pj #k . ~18!

Here,k51, 2, 3 is the spatial component index. According to
~18!, the orbital components transform as an axial vector.
Consequently, direct correspondence betweenVk and repre-
sentations of theC3v group can be established:

VX
E52VY , VY

E5VX , VA25VZ .

Similarly, transformation properties of the axial spin compo-
nents for a two-electron system can be verified as

SX
E52SY , SY

E5SX , SA25SZ .

The appropriate group-theoretical representation of the spin-
orbit Hamiltonian inC3v symmetry, therefore, becomes

Hso5(
j

@~VA2! j~S
A2! j1~VX

E! j~SX
E! j1~VY

E! j~SY
E! j #.

~19!

The sum is taken over particle numberj51,2.
To evaluate spin-orbit matrix elements, we first identify

the theoretical manifolds of interest~Table II!. We assume
that the ground state is the lowest-energy orbital singlet state
exhibiting triplet spin and that the state excited by light at
1.945 eV ~characteristic of the N-V center! is the lowest-
energy doublet with triplet spin. This ensures that the optical
transition obeys Laporte’s rule and that the spin projection
does not change, in agreement with experiments. The ground
state is, therefore, expected to be the3A1 state from theun
configuration and the excited state is expected to be the3E
from theue configuration.

For convenience in the application of~19!, these states
may be written out as explicit products of an orbital partf
and a spin partv using the results in Table II.

CA25fA1vA2, ~20a!

CX
E5fA1vX

E , ~20b!

CY
E5fA1vY

E , ~20c!

where
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fA15
1

&
~un2nu!,

and

vA25v0 ,

vX
E52

i

&
~v11v21!,

vY
E52

1

&
~v12v21!.

The spin functionsv are conventional rank one spherical
tensors. The excited-state manifold, denoted by a prime be-
low, is composed of an orbital doublet wave function and
several triplet spin states~six states in all!:

~C8!A15
1

&
~fX

EvX
E1fY

EvY
E!, ~21a!

~C8!A25
1

&
~fX

EvY
E2fY

EvX
E!, ~21b!

~C18!X
E5

1

&
~fX

EvX
E2fY

EvY
E!, ~21c!

~C18!Y
E5

1

&
~fX

EvY
E1fY

EvX
E!, ~21d!

~C28!X
E52fY

EvA2, ~21e!

~C28!Y
E5fX

EvA2, ~21f!

where

fX
E5

1

&
~ueX2eXu!,

fY
E5

1

&
~ueY2eYu!.

These states can now be used to evaluate spin-orbit interac-
tion matrix elements, providing qualitative and quantitative
information on splittings, due to spin-orbit interactions in the
n52 model.

Matrix elements are calculated using the spin-orbit
HamiltonianHso of ~19!. BecauseHso itself transforms as the
identity, only diagonal elements and off-diagonal elements
between identical representations of different groups of
states are nonzero,

^Ca
GruHsouCa

Gs&5(
j51

2

(
p,b

^Ca
Gru~Vb

Gp! j~Sb
Gp! j uCa

Gs&

5(
j51

2

(
p,b

(
g,l

g8,l8

S kg l
lUG r

a D * S kg8
l

l8UGs

a D ^fg
k u~Vb

Gp! j ufg8
k &^vl

l u~Sb
Gp! j uvl8

l &. ~22!

The quantities in large curved parentheses in~22! are
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, describing the decomposition
of uCa

Gr& states in terms of product basis statesuf g
k&uv l

l & ~see
Appendix!. k and l indicate one of the representations~A1,
A2, EX , or EY! of the space and spin parts of the wave
function, respectively.g, g8, l, and l8 are indices, which
have the value 1 or 2, specifying eitherX or Y, respectively,
for the doubly degenerate representation.

Matrix elements in~22! do not depend on particle number
j . Thus, we can introduce total orbital operatorVb

Gp

5(Vb
Gp)11(Vb

Gp)2 and spin operatorSb
Gp5(Sb

Gp)11(Sb
Gp)2

to eliminate one summation using the relations

^fg
k u (Vb

Gp)1 ufg8
k & 5 ^fg

k u(Vb
Gp)2ufg8

k &51/2̂ fg
k uVb

Gpufg8
k &.

Then ~22! simply becomes

^Ca
GruHsouCa

Gs&5 1
2(
p,b

(
g,l

g8,l8

S kg l
lUG r

a D * S kg8
l

l8UGs

a D
3^fg

k uVb
Gpufg8

k &^vl
l uSb

Gpuvl8
l &. ~23!

This relation immediately reveals that all ground-state matrix
elements are zero, sinceV transforms as eitherA2 or E, and
the spatial parts of the wave-function transform asA1. Nei-
ther of the direct productsA2^A1^A1 or E^A1^A1 con-
tain the identity. Consequently, there is no first-order spin-
orbit splitting of 3A1 in then52 model.

The situation is different in the excited state. In this case,
the orbital matrix elements are of the form̂fEuVA2ufE& or
^fEuVEufE&, and are permitted to be nonzero by symmetry,
since they transform in part as the identity. However, the
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wave functions are real andVE is Hermitian and purely
imaginary. Consequently, diagonal matrix elements ofVE

vanish and it may easily be shown that off-diagonal elements
are proportional to a reduced, diagonal matrix element which
is also zero, using the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The only non-
zero terms are matrix elements ofVA2,

2^fX
EuVA2ufY

E&5^fY
EuVA2ufX

E&5^fEiVA2ifE&. ~24!

Here, the reduced matrix element^fEiVA2ifE& is express-
ible in terms of a one-electron matrix element as follows.

^fEiVA2ifE&5^fY
EuVA2ufX

E&

5^ueYu~VA2!1uueX&1^eYuu~VA2!1ueXu&

5^eYu~VA2!1ueX&. ~25!

The last line of~25! makes use of the fact that the one-
electron orbitalu hasA1 symmetry. The subscript 1 desig-
nates the single-particle operator for particle 1.

Matrix elements of the spin operator are handled in the
same way. The nonzero contributions are

^vX
EuSA2uvY

E&5^vY
EuSA2uvX

E&5^vEiSA2ivE&, ~26a!

^vX
EuSX

EuvX
E&52^vY

EuSX
EuvY

E&5
1

A2
^vEiSEivE&, ~26b!

^vX
EuSY

EuvY
E&5^vY

EuSY
EuvX

E&52
1

A2
^vEiSEivE&. ~26c!

The reduced spin matrix elements yield̂vEiSEivE&
5^vEiSA2ivE&5 i\ upon direct evaluation.

With these results, spin-orbit matrix elements for the
excited-state manifold can be evaluated. The nonzero ele-
ments are

^~C8!A1uHsou~C8!A1&52 i
\

2
^fEiVA2ifE&

5^~C8!A2uHsou~C8!A2&[2B,

~27a!

^~C8!X
EuHsou~C8!X

E&5 i
\

2
^fEiVA2ifE&[B. ~27b!

These results are summarized in the middle portion of Fig. 3.
For the two-electron model, the excited state is predicted to
split into three~doubly degenerate! states with equal separa-
tions of magnitudeB. The degeneracies that remain are a
feature of a multielectron calculation of the states, and arise
from the indistinguishability of the electrons.

2. Spin-spin coupling

The usual Hamiltonian governing spin-spin interactions
may be written in the form

Hss5Hss8 1Hss9 , ~28!

where

Hss8 5
1

2

g2b2

\2 (
iÞ j

si•sj
r i j
3 , ~29!

and

Hss9 52
3

2

g2b2

\2 (
iÞ j

~si•r i !~sj•r j !

r i j
5 . ~30!

g is the sping factor,b5e\/2mc is the Bohr magneton, and
r i j is the displacement between electronsi and j .

The first term in~28! is a scalar product similar to the one
already considered in~19!. Hence, it has the form

Hss8 5
1

2

g2b2

\2 (
iÞ j

~Si
A2Sj

A21SX,i
E SX, j

E 1SY,i
E SY, j

E !/r i j
3 .

~31!

The second is given by the irreducible expression

Hss
9 52

3

2

g2b2

\2 (
iÞ j

~Ti j
A1Wij

A11T
i j

A18W
ij

A182TX,i j
E WX,i j

E

2TY,i j
E WY,i j

E 1TX,i j
E8 WX,i j

E8 1TY,i j
E8 WY,i j

E8 !. ~32!

TensorsT andW have been introduced to yield an expres-
sion in which each separate term transforms as an irreducible
bilinear combination of the spatial coordinates. These quan-
tities are defined by

Ti j
A15zi j

2 /r i j
5 , T

i j

A185
1

&
~xi j

21yi j
2 !/r i j

5 ,

TX,i j
E 5zi j xi j /r i j

5 , TX,i j
E8 5

1

&
~xi j

22yi j
2 !/r i j

5 ,

TY,i j
E 5zi j yi j /r i j

5 , TY,i j
E8 52xi j yi j /r i j

5

~33!

and

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the energy levels predicted for the
n52 model of the N-V center with no spin interactions~left!, spin-
orbit interactions only~center!, and spin-orbit plus spin-spin inter-
actions~right!.
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Wij
A15sizsjz , W

ij

A185
1

&
~sixsjx1siysjy!,

WX,i j
E 52~sizsjx1sixsjz!, WX,i j

E8 5
1

&
~sixsjx2siysjy!,

WY,i j
E 52~sizsjy1siysjz!, WY,i j

E8 5
1

&
~siysjx1sixsjy!.

~34!

In ~33! and ~34!, primed and unprimed tensors merely refer
to different combinations of spatial coordinates rather than
ground and excited states.

Matrix elements ofHss8 are identical for all states in the
ground-state manifold of then52 model. This is an imme-
diate consequence of rewriting the Hamiltonian~29!, using
the relationS25(S11S2)

2. This yields

Hss8 5
g2b2

2\2r 12
3 ~S22 3

2 !, ~35!

which clearly depends only on total spinS. Hence, first-order
Hss8 interactions in triplet states of this model are identical,
resulting in identical shifts of sublevels without removal of
any degeneracy.

Matrix elements ofHss9 , on the other hand, depend on
position operatorr , as well as spinS, and are given by

^Ca
GruHss9 uCa

Gs&523
g2b2

\2 (
p,b

(
g,l

g8,l8

S kg l
lUG r

a D *

3S kg8
l

l8UGs

a D ^fg
k uTb

Gpufg8
k &

3^ul
l uWb

Gpuul8
l &. ~36!

Using the total wave functions of Sec. III A 1 to calculate
matrix elements for theA2 andE symmetry ground states
with ~36!, one obtains a ground-state splitting of

D5^CEuHssuCE&2^CA2uHssuCA2&5 3
2Dzz, ~37!

where

Dzz5
1
2 g

2b2K fA1Ur 122 23z12
2

r 12
5 UfA1L .

This is the usual result for spin-spin splitting of an orbitally
nondegenerate triplet state in axially symmetric centers.17 A
similar calculation for excited statesA18 and A28 yields an
excited-state splittingD8 of

D85^~C8!A2uHssu~C8!A2&2^~C8!A1uHssu~C8!A1&54Dxy ,

~38!
where

Dxy8 5 1
2g

2b2K fX
EUx12y12r 12

5 UfY
EL .

If one neglects overlap between atomic orbitals, the indi-
vidual splittingsD and D8 and their approximate ratio are
predicted18 to be

D5 3
4g

2b2^r 12
23&~123 cos2u!, ~39a!

D852 3
4g

2b2^r 12
23&sin2u, ~39b!

D8

D
52

sin2u

123 cos2u
. ~39c!

To estimate these splittings quantitatively, the angleu535.3°
between the symmetry axisz and a line through the centers
of the ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ d’’ orbitals was inserted in~39!. The radial
integral defined bŷ r 12

23&5^daur 12
23uda& was estimated us-

ing r 125a0/&, wherea053.56 Å is the cubic lattice spacing
of diamond. The resulting splittings areD522.4 GHz and
D8520.8 GHz. The energy-level diagram forn52 with
spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions is given in Fig. 3.

B. Four-electron model

Basic features of the four-electron model conflict with the
observed ground-state structure of the N-V center reported
by others. In particular, this model yields a lowest-energy
triplet state, with orbital angular momentum ofE symmetry
~line 3 of Table II!. This is contrary to the well-establishedA
character of the ground state.2,3,5–7Moreover, noS51 orbital
singlet is encountered until one moves up in energy to the
fourth configurationu2e2. Hence, this model is not consid-
ered further in this paper.

C. Six-electron model

1. Spin-orbit coupling

For more than two electrons, calculations of spin-orbit
matrix elements become tedious. A second quantization for-
malism simplifies evaluations by introducing creation and
annihilation operatorsars

† andars which, respectively, add or
subtract one-electron statesuf r uvs& from the total wave func-
tion. The Hamiltonian of~19! can be rewritten as

Hso5(
p,b

(
r ,s
r 8s8

^f r uVb
Gpuf r 8&^vsuSb

Gpuvs8&ar 8s8
† ars . ~40!

The two manifolds of interest theoretically are3A2 of the
u2n2e2 configuration and3E of the u2ne3 configuration in
Table IV. In the excited state, only matrix elements of the
form ~24! give nonzero contributions. Hence on the basis of
~25!, the spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian reduces to

Hso5
1
2 ^eiVA2ie&~aYa

† aXa2aXa
† aYa1aXb

† aYb2aYb
† aXb!.

~41!

The subscriptsX andY denoteeX andeY states, respectively.
With the Hamiltonian of~41!, it is readily apparent, even

for this multielectron model, that all diagonal matrix ele-
ments in the ground-state manifold are zero,

^CA1uHsouCA1&5^CX
EuHsouCX

E&5^CY
EuHsouCY

E&50.
~42!

This is due to the fact that these matrix elements all contain
terms similar to
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^uūnn̄eXēYuHsouuūnn̄eXēY&5^uūnn̄eXēYuuūnn̄eYēY&

1^uūnn̄eXēYuuūnn̄eXēX&

50.

Off-diagonal terms are zero, becauseHso transforms asA1
and the basis states are orthogonal. Hence, the overall matrix
element does not transform like the identity. Excited-state
matrix elements betweenE states are also all zero, but be-
tweenA states they are not.

^~C8!A1uHsou~C8!A1&5^~C8!A2uHsou~C8!A2&

52
i\

2
^ei~VA2!1ie&52B.

~43!

Thus, in then56 model, onlyA states can shift under the
action of spin-orbit interaction, as indicated in Fig. 4.

2. Spin-spin coupling

Qualitative results for then52 electron model of Fig. 3
apply to then56 model in Fig. 4. The addition of spin-spin
coupling separatesA2 from E by D in the ground state, and
A1 from A2 in the excited state by an amountD8 much
smaller than the spin-orbit splittingB. But the degeneracy of
the remaining states is only partially lifted, withE8 separat-
ing from E9 by D9. In the case of six electrons~n56!, spin-
spin coupling is expected to result in the same number of
final states as then52 model, but magnitudes of the split-
tings are predicted to be quite different. In particular, the
E82E9 splitting should be on the order of the spin-orbit
splitting B in the n52 model, but on the order of the spin-
spin couplingD in the n56 model. These results are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.

IV. STRAIN INTERACTIONS

In Sec. III, interactions which did not reduce the point
symmetry of the center were calculated. We now treat strain

interactions which do cause distortions. The development
follows previous work,2,19 but includes excited-state mag-
netic interactions.

In irreducible form, the strain Hamiltonian is21

V5(
i ,k

Viks ik5
VA1

)
~sxx1syy1szz!

1
VX
E

A6
~2szz2sxx2syy!1

VY
E

&
~sxx2syy!.

~44!

The strainsik and its potentialVik both transform as the
second rank coordinate tensorr i r k in the crystal coordinate
system. The interaction in~44! is written in terms of defect
coordinatesR5(X,Y,Z), which relate to the crystal coordi-
natesr5(x,y,z) of Fig. 1 through the transformationR5Rr ,
where

R5
1

A6 S 21
)
&

21
2)
&

2
0
&

D . ~45!

For simplicity, since strains along the defect axis do not re-
duce the symmetry of the center, we consider only large
strains along one of the carbon-vacancy axes and first diag-
onalize the strain Hamiltonian by itself. The energy of the3E
state of a center oriented along@111# and subjected to a
strain of magnitudes along @1̄11# acquires two values dif-
fering byEs5(s/9)^CEiVEiCE&. The corresponding eigen-
states are

u1&52
1

2
ufX

E&1
)

2
ufY

E&, ~46a!

u2&52
)

2
ufX

E&2
1

2
ufY

E&. ~46b!

To combine strain and spin-orbit interactions in a two-
electron model, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian in~19! is in-
cluded next, and the problem rediagonalized in the basis of
product statesu6&uvms

&. The new eigenenergies are

E656SEs

2 D F11S 2msB

Es
D 2G1/2, ~47!

whereB is the spin-orbit parameter defined in Sec. II A 1
andms51, 0,21.

The eigenstates comprising strain and spin-orbit interac-
tions are too cumbersome to reproduce, but calculations with
them reveal that when uniaxial strain energy considerably
exceeds spin-orbit coupling, thems states asymptotically ap-
proach the pureu6& states of~46! separated by energyEs .
The inclusion of spin-spin interactions removes the remain-
ing degeneracies ofms561 levels, yielding the term dia-
gram of Fig. 5, in agreement with earlier results.8

V. JAHN-TELLER INTERACTIONS

We now consider the dynamic Jahn-Teller~JT! effect
which, as is well known,2,17,20can also cause a reduction in
the symmetry of degenerate states by coupling electronic ex-

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of energy levels predicted for the
n56 model of the N-V center with no spin interactions~left!, spin-
orbit interactions only~center!, and spin-orbit plus spin-spin inter-
actions~right!.
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citations to vibrational modes of a lattice. Excited-state in-
teractions were previously investigated experimentally by
Davies and Hamer,2 who explained their observations with-
out invoking JT effects. Here, we nevertheless reexamine JT
interactions to see if they can account for newly observed
excited-state fine structure.

The Jahn-Teller theorem predicts that degenerate elec-
tronic states couple to vibrational modes of like symmetry to
achieve spontaneous symmetry breaking, which reduces ex-
citation energy and lifts the degeneracy, unless the degen-
eracy is of the Kramers type. In the N-V center, the excitedE
state can, in principle, couple toE vibrational modes of the
lattice, causing a dynamic distortion of the excited-state po-
tential with energy minima localized at points of nonzero
distortion of the static symmetry group. The resultingvi-
bronic wave functions have symmetries determined by the
decomposition of the interacting statesE^E5A1%A2%E
and the energy at the dynamic minima on the potential sur-
face is lowered by the Jahn-Teller energyEJT.

Two regimes can be differentiated.17 In the first, the Jahn-
Teller energy is smaller than the nuclear zero-point energy
associated with the vibrational mode of frequencyv
~EJT!\v/2!, whereas, in the second, the opposite is true. In
the limit of weak JT coupling~EJT!\v/2!, the E vibronic
state lies below the~degenerate! A1 and A2 states and the
E↔A separationDJT is somewhat less than a vibrational
quantum\v.23 In the opposite limit~EJT@\v/2!, the split-
ting between theE and3A1 level ~no longer degenerate with
3A2! may be very much less than a vibrational quantum, and
is given by21

DJT

\v
5
9\

8p F2V3

EJT
expS 2

3

2

AEJTV3

\v D G1/2. ~48!

The quantityV3 in ~48! is the cubic strain matrix element of
the Jahn-Teller potential.17 The general situation in the pres-

ence of JT coupling is shown in Fig. 6. The3A2 vibronic
state was omitted for simplicity, in view of the fact that
electric dipole transitions to this state from the ground state
are forbidden with linearly polarized light.

When bothV3 andEJT are large, spin-orbit interactions
arequenched17 and the splittingDJT decreases exponentially
with increasingEJT.

23 Under these conditions,DJT can de-
crease sufficiently to become comparable to static strain en-
ergies within the crystal. Then the static JT interaction
causes neighboring wells on the dynamic potential surface
created by electron-phonon coupling to acquire significantly
different energies. As a result, the degeneracy of thevibronic
3E state splits slightly, as shown in Fig. 6~b!. However, the
randomness of the static strain contribution to the energy

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the energy levels predicted for the
n52 model of the N-V center with no perturbations~left!, spin-
orbit interactions only~center left!, spin-orbit coupling in the limit
of large ^111& strain ~center right!, and spin-orbit with largê111&
strain plus the spin-spin interaction~right!.

FIG. 6. ~a! Schematic diagram of energy levels predicted for the
n52 model of the N-V center with a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in
the excited state~left!, and with a combination of Jahn-Teller, spin-
orbit, and spin-spin interactions~right!. ~b! Schematic diagram of
energy levels predicted for then52 model of the N-V center with a
dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in the excited state~left!, the strong-
coupling JT limit with random static strain, which splits the excited
E vibronic state by as much as the inhomogeneous width of the
zero-phonon transition~center!, and these interactions combined
with ~residual! spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions~right!.
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merely produces a continuous distribution in this splitting of
the u2& state, yielding an inhomogeneous width determined
by the strain distribution. The strain-dominated diagram to
the right of Fig. 5 and the situation in theu2& state of Fig.
6~b! are superficially similar.

With the addition of~partially quenched! spin-orbit and
spin-spin interactions, trios of well-defined spin states appear
in the electronic structure, as the remaining degeneracies are
removed@Fig. 6~b!#. The term diagram including dynamic
and static JT effects, spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions
@Fig. 6~b!# is distinguished by the presence of the3A1 state
above the excitedE state, in addition to the substate trio
pattern. The triplet spin splittings within the two parts of the
u2& state should be identical, but are expected to differ
slightly from those in the excited3A1 state, due to vibronic
interaction. Consequently, there are only two possible~al-
lowed! excited-state radio-frequency rf resonances originat-
ing from the3E vibronic state and at most two from the3A1
state lying higher in energy byDJT.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figures 3–6 are the main results of this paper. They pre-
dict energy-level structures of the N-V center for several
multielectron models with various perturbations acting on
the defect. Models with two and six electrons have been
treated in some detail in this paper, whereas the four-electron
model was dismissed in Sec. III B, on the basis of incorrect
ground-state structure. Models with odd numbers of elec-
trons were also discarded, since these are inconsistent with
the existence of triplet states in the center.3 Models with two
and six active electrons, on the other hand, have correctly
ordered3A1 and

3E states among low-energy configurations,
and at least one intervening metastable state as reported
experimentally.3,7 Both then52 and 6 models predict com-
plex structure when common excited-state interactions are
calculated. However, the relative magnitudes of splittings
and the number of final states depend markedly on the num-
ber of electrons and the allowed perturbations.

In Fig. 3, it is apparent that then52 model based purely
on spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions yields two large en-
ergy splittings in the excited state, but only a single small
splittingD8 on the order of 1 GHz. Then56 model of Fig. 4
predicts two such small splittingsD8 andD9 separated by the
large spin-orbit energyB. These predictions are both quite
different from recent photon echo measurements,11 in which
two rf splittings were reported in an excited triplet lying
approximately 46 cm21 below a second excited state with at
least one similar fine splitting.

In Fig. 5, it can be seen that static uniaxial strain acting in
concert with spin interactions yields an energy-level diagram
in better apparent agreement with the experiments in Refs. 8
and 11. However, the emergence of narrow, reproducible
energy levels through a uniaxial strain interaction of the type
considered in Sec. IV seems unlikely in real diamond crys-
tals for several reasons. Internal strains in crystals typically
vary randomly in magnitude and orientation from point to
point, and from sample to sample. It is improbable that dia-
mond samples of various origins could have the same domi-
nant uniaxial internal strain. Consequently, it is hard to un-
derstand how measurements on many different samples in

different laboratories could yield the same results within ex-
perimental error.8–10 Also, no significant shift in rf splitting
frequencies has been observed10 versus the magnitude of in-
ternal strain ~i.e., position within the inhomogeneously
broadened optical transition!. Yet ground and excited-state
splittings attributed to static strain19 are vastly different.
Moreover, an orientational average of the results given above
is really needed to complete the model of Sec. IV, since a
fixed uniaxial strain in the crystal frame has different orien-
tations with respect to orientationally distinct centers. But
such an average would smear out the effects of strain, since
some directions produce no splitting at all. It is, therefore,
doubtful that a coarse splitting of the excited state into two
parts separated by 46 cm21, each with reproducible substate
splittings as observed experimentally,8,11,19 occurs by this
mechanism.

On the other hand, dynamic Jahn-Teller effects in a two-
electron model~Fig. 6! were found to predict results which
are both sample independent and are very similar to experi-
ment qualitatively and semiquantitatively. Through vibra-
tional coupling to the lattice, as seen in Fig. 6~a!, defect
electrons can be promoted to either the3E vibronic state or
the 3A1 state situated an energyDJT above it. The substate
structure depends on whether the effect of static strain is
included @Fig. 6~b!# or not @Fig. 6~a!#. More than two rf
resonances corresponding to excited-state splittings are ex-
pected on the red side of the optical transition when the
strain interaction is weaker than both the JT and spin-orbit
interactions@Fig. 6~a!#. For a strong JT interaction with ran-
dom strain intermediate in strength between the dynamic JT
and spin interactions, exactly two rf resonances are expected
on the red side of the line@Fig. 6~b!#. On the blue side of the
line, very rapid vibrational dephasing should cause severe
broadening, but at least one rf resonance is expected.

This latter model agrees rather well with photon echo and
persistent spectral hole-burning observations. In recent ex-
periments, two rf excited state splittings in rough agreement
with the spin-spin coupling estimates of Sec. III A 2 were
observed on the red side of the N-V optical resonance.10,11A
broadened rf resonance was seen at short wavelengths in Ref.
10 and a fast-decaying modulation component observed ap-
proximately 46 cm21 to the blue side of the zero-phonon
transition in Ref. 11. These observations support only one of
the many models considered in this paper, and we conclude
that the electronic structure of the N-V center is similar to
that given in Fig. 6~b!.

The large excited-state splitting observed
experimentally11 can be attributed to a Jahn-Teller interac-
tion, with DJT546 cm21 as shown in Fig. 6~b!. This model
predicts two broad peaks separated byDJT in the four-wave
mixing excitation spectrum. On the red side of the transition,
the existence of an inhomogeneous strain distribution in the
u2& state~corresponding to the quasistatic Jahn-Teller inter-
action! should wash out all fine structure other than theD8
andD9 splittings, predicted to be the same for both strain-
split components. On the blue side of the transition, at most
two splitting frequencies are expected, consistent with four-
wave mixing observations.11

Earlier analysis attributed depolarization on the optical
transition to strain mixing betweenX andY components of
the 3E state.2 As a result, the possibility of Jahn-Teller cou-
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pling to E vibrational modes was dismissed. We find that
strain indeed plays an important role in excited structure, but
obtain better consistency between theory and experiment
with a Jahn-Teller interaction picture in whichDJT is on the
order of the inhomogeneous broadening. Consequently, it is
concluded that a two-electron model, in which a strong JT
effect quenches the spin-orbit interaction, but in which small
splittings persist due to spin-spin coupling, can account well
for optical experiments to date.11
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APPENDIX

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients relate the basis states of a
direct product space to explicit products of individual states
spanning the lower dimensional component Hilbert spaces.
For example, irreducible representations of the total wave
function uCa

Gr& can be expressed in terms of irreducible basis
states for orbital angular momentum and spin, given byuf g

k&
and uv l

l &, respectively, using expansions of the form

uCa
Gr&5(

g,l
S kg l

lUG r

a D ufg
k&uvl

l &. ~A1!

The symbols (g
k

l
l ua

Gr) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of
the expansion. They can be evaluated by projection operator
techniques and written as unique matrices, apart from an
arbitrary phase factor. ForC3v symmetry, these coefficients
may be obtained quite easily without recourse to the general
sum rule that they satisfy.22 For example, basis-state prod-
ucts of the formufk&uvA1& obviously transform asGk. Hence,
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for this component ofuCk& is
the identity. The coefficients forC3v are

SA1

1
A1

1 UA1

1 D5SA2

1
A1

1 UA2

1 D5SA1

1
A2

1 UA2

1 D ~A2!

5SA2

1
A2

1 UA2

1 D51,

SEi A1

j UEk D5SA1

i
E
j UEk D5S 10 0

1D ,
SEi A2

1 UEk D5SA2

1
E
j UEk D5S 0

21
1
0D ,

SEi E
j UA1

1 D5
1

&
S 10 0

1D ,

SEi E
j UE1 D5

1

&
S 10 0

21D ,

SEi E
j UA2

1 D5
1

&
S 0

21
1
0D ,

SEi E
j UE2 D5

1

&
S 0

21
21
0 D .

The meaning of the symbols for the Clebsch-Gordan co-
efficients merits explanation. The representation of the total
wave function of interest is written in the right half of the
symbol. For example, (i

E
j
Eu1
A2) specifies a coefficient for

the total wave functionCA2, which transforms as~the one
and only component of! A2. The left-hand side of the symbol
specifies the product statesfEivEj , from which it is con-
structed. The coefficient (i

E
j
Eu1
A2) therefore specifies the de-

composition ofCA2 into products of basis statesf and v,
both of which haveE symmetry.

The indicesi , j , andk in ~A2! can each take on values 1
or 2, corresponding toX or Y, respectively. However, the
indicesi and j perform two functions: they specify rows and
columns, respectively, in the symbol matrix, as well as basis-
state representations. The indexk specifies onlyX or Y for
the degenerate representation of the total wave function. Fur-
ther discussion in the context of the example above helps to
clarify this point.

Prior to specifying i j index values in the symbol
( i
E

j
Eu l
A2), there are four possible combinations offEivEj

states which can contribute (CA2) i j terms to the total wave
function CA2. Using the matrices in~A2!, contributions to
total wave functions from any basis-state combination can be
written down directly. In the example above, the explicit
decomposition ofCA2, in terms of basis states ofE symme-
try, yields the following (CA2) i j terms:

~CA2!1150,

~CA2!125
1

&
fEXvEY,

~CA2!2152
1

&
fEYvEX,

~CA2!2250.

Other basis states may also make contributions toCA2. Con-
sequently, any complete, irreducible representation of the to-
tal wave function, such as those in~22! and ~36!, must sum
over all basis states.
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